
DAVID: Just get him a Teddy Bear.
SOPHYE: I’m not going to get him something everybody has. I want 

it to be special like him. Besides, I think he already has one.
DAVID (hugging her): So American influence begins!
SOPHYE (releasing herself playfully): Yes, but not so fast, Doctor.

Beat.
DAVID: Sophye, have you thought more about what we talked about?
SOPHYE (avoiding him): We talk about a lot of things.
DAVID: Didn’t you like my parents?
SOPHYE: They’re wonderful, David. Just like you.
DAVID: So?
SOPHYE: So...what?
DAVID: So then...what about us?
SOPHYE: It’s that I just finished school...
DAVID: Are you thinking you’d like to move back to Halifax?
SOPHYE: I love Halifax and I do miss everyone, but when I’m there it 

feels like it’s not enough...
DAVID (feeling hopeful): So you’re going to stay in Boston?
SOPHYE (teasing): I don’t know...maybe New York.
DAVID: New York?
SOPHYE: Lots of opportunities there.
DAVID (holding her hand): There’s lots of opportunities here.
SOPHYE (genuinely): I know there are. And I care for you deeply, 

David. It’s just that I trained to become a nurse and I don’t want to 
abandon that right now and become a doctor’s wife. 

DAVID: But you don’t—
SOPHYE: I don’t know how to explain it, but I feel like there’s 

something I have to do...
DAVID: What?
SOPHYE: I don’t know yet. There’s something for me. It’s out there 

and I’ll know it when I see it. 
DAVID: That’s the way I feel about you.
SOPHYE (touched but not wanting to be emotionally blackmailed): 

Oh, David...

DAVID: Alright, alright. I’ll give you some space. 
SOPHYE: Thank you. I’m not going anywhere right now.
DAVID: You promise?
SOPHYE: I promise.
DAVID (noticing a toy): Oh...what about some Lincoln Logs?
SOPHYE: I don’t think so. I think Clifford is too small for those yet. 

He might put a lot of those in his mouth instead of building with 
them.

DAVID: This Clifford is a tough customer.
SOPHYE: Yes he is. He’s my only nephew so far and he is adorable.
DAVID: I hope to meet him some day.
SOPHYE: I’d like that.
DAVID (seeing something behind a screen): Don’t turn around. 
SOPHYE: Okay...
DAVID: Close your eyes.
SOPHYE: Alright. 

DAVID moves behind the screen and comes back with 
something, hiding it behind his back.

DAVID: Okay, hold out your hands.
SOPHYE: David, if this is a ring...
DAVID: Trust me. (SOPHYE holds out her hands. He places a train in 

them.) Okay, open them.
SOPHYE: David, it’s perfect! (She embraces him.)
DAVID: See...there’s lots of perfect things in Boston.


